CHECKLISTS AND SURVEYS

Improve Operational Effectiveness
Empower field employees to execute flawlessly with repeatable operational checklists embedded with relevant knowledge and training to ensure the job gets done right every shift, all day, every day.

Learning Retention & Engagement
Help employees stay on top of their game with small, task based learning moments to reinforce what they have already learned or to keep their skills sharp.

Gain Insights & Drive Improvements
Connect with your learners and understand their needs better by providing learning surveys to gain insights into what is most useful for your employees.

CHECKLISTS AND SURVEYS KEY FEATURES:
User-Friendly, Drag and Drop Tools
Create and embed checklists, surveys and micro-learning right into Inkdocs and learning paths. Templates and intuitive drag and drop widgets makes it easy to create high-impact, engaging checklists and surveys in minutes. Quickly include images, videos, signatures, and so much more.

Workflows and Branching
Drive simple checklist workflows for approvals or alternate completions by other workers and provide branching logic based on training completion and answers.

Bite Sized, Task Based Micro-Learning
Deliver bite sized micro learning, learning reinforcement, and daily learning lessons in minutes to drive higher learning retention and improve employee performance.

Checklists Embedded with Training and Knowledge
Success on the job lives at the intersection of operations and training. With Inkling, training & knowledge can be accessed directly from operational checklists or checklists can be embedded in the context of a broader training course or quick reference learning.

WHO WE HELP
McDonalds, Allstate, Whole Foods, Taco Bell, Caterpillar, Abbott, Pure Storage, CHRISTUS Health, Love’s, Comcast, Tumi, and others.

INKLING CHECKLISTS AND SURVEYS
Empower your people to execute flawlessly by delivering checklists, surveys, with training knowledge in the flow of work.

There’s a lot of content that can be reimagined to fit into the modern learning system.

David Wentworth
Principal Learning Analyst at the Brandon Hall Group
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